
Review Article 

History for '67 

In l91i7 011r \.anadian Clio wiil sranc! nn thl' s11mmir of ht>r Parn:i~sus, the end of 

a long upward trail tha t began ten years ago when the challenges of the Centennial 
celebrations began to impinge upon her conscience. She will emerge from the 
dusty ascent as a rather tattered muse, for the way has been long and hard. She 

may seem forlorn, fur she will not be certain that her voice has been heard. 

Dissident clamours of profane tongues have distorted her message. The simplicity 

and sweetness of her song have not been received with universal applause . Shrill 
.ind Beatie-like concatenations of contemporary protest have made discord in her 
tim<" of anticipated elation and achievement. 

Clio always believed that a nation was made in 1867, that, in the words of 

Walter Bagehot and Carlton J. H. Hayes, there was a body of common memorie~, 

convictions, aspirations binding a people together in an orderly passage to unity and 
progress. Yet the idea of a nation and the fact of nationality, her theme song, have 
seemed strangely repdlent on the threshold of Canada's IOOth birthday. Clio might 

be excused were she to compose a funeral dirge in place of her anthem of triumph. 

Perhaps history has moved too swiftly, even for Clio. In moments of pes
simism she sighs upon and regrets the cult of permissiveness that appears to hold 

the people of Canada in thraU, tolerating and applauding all repudiation of the 
past and its achievements. Queen Victoria is dead, the argument runs, and so 
should be the works of Queen Victoria's reign. A generation of young Canadians 
;vho have not bern called u pon to face :t crisis of survival, the first in this century, 

cultivate revolutionary attitudes against the minor imperfections of a fortunate and 
affluent society. The spectre of two nations has been raised. Economists declaim 

against the eccentricities and strains of the national economy with such persistence 

that the maintenance of the nation becomes a bagatelle in their reckoning, taking a 
1·ery poor second place to their ant-like preo.:cupation with the raising of living 
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standards. Separatism lurks on the fringes of French-Canadian thought. The 
neighbouring greatest nation the world has eYer seen is forced upon a career of 
self-righteous adventure and imperialism. But when Mr. Walter Gordon or any 

one else utters a breath of national sentiment there are Engl ish-Can:idian scholars 

who decry his barbarism :ind call him antiquated. The University world is en
veloped by learned young social sciemists, tr:iined to speculate upon possibilities but 
to evade the dynamism of the status quo. Their discourse is loaded with faulism 

and the doctrine of inevitability. Their leading habits of thought are the recogni
tion of prevailing trends and a capacity to surrender to them. !'\early always they 
are gloomy, and the impending d issolutiun of Canada is their familiar theme. 

Canadians may seem woefully uninspired by memories of the past. Y ct Clio 
has piped bravely and has gathered a following that is gratifying both in its numbers 
and in its enthusiasms. As the nation has come of age its h istory bas acquired a 
new cosmology, something more than a digression from the story of imperial Brita in 
or of contincntal America. In most of the history curricula of the universities, 
Canadian history has acquired a central position. The: historians haYe contributed 
ponderously to the libraries of the book-buying public. The ni:ar miracle has been 
that publishers have been willing to hazard so m uch on the alleged dullness of 
Canadian history and on the appetite of the public for it. In making this boast it 
must be admitted that, as in many other successful Canadian enterprises, the resul[s 
have been achieved by a judicious combination of public subvention and priv:ite 
enterprise. 

Clio's disciples are a motley group. There are the pots-and-pans historians 
who revel in the details of domestic life in times more primitive, speculating upon 
the probability of tea 011cc h;iving been served as soup. There are the addicts of 
what, for want of a better term, is often called human interest, those who scorn the 
skills of constitution-making and turn, for the fare that intrigues them, to the bund
ling romance and courtship of the eighteenth century. There is the journalisLic 
breed who select the bizarre and the picturesque at the expense of the significant. 
Always there are the simplifiers who see a conflict be tween good and evil. There 
are the local historians who re\'ere their own !ares and p;nat::s. In searching for a 
zeitgeist, Canadians are happier ;imid the crimes, follies, and misfortunes of the seven
teenth and eighteenth centuries than amid the pol itical and constructive processes 

that made the nation. The grace and ut ility of the birch-bark canoe arouse much 
greater enthusiasm than the clever compromises of the Fathers of Confcdcr:ition. 

If there is one thing upon which we can agree it is in our admiration for the noble 
red man whom we have so ruthlessly degraded. Our artists have led in the ele

mental quest for national self-expression by seeking inspir:ition in howling wilder

nesses. Our craftsmen emulate the culture of the Eskimo. 

Yet for 1967 the theme is one of statecraft, of the involl"ed and unspcctacubr 
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blue-prints and conspiracies, contingencies and coincidences, by which Canada wa> 
projected inro being. Almost any other nation can provide the stage and setting that 
will provoke even the ordinary historian to lyricism and abandon. The field of 
b:mle, the smoke and terror of bloody revolution, can inspire the most pedestrian of 
all to rhapsody in pros('.. Canada substitutes the conierence table. But Canada is 
fortunate in an historian who has made from the tortuous negotiations of 186-!-67 
a narrative of shocks and alarms, an episodic series of events that ring with drama.• 
The Road to Confederation is a story replete with tensions, the tension of near 
J isaster an<l ultimate triumph, the odyssey of a mental strife that finally v.-on through 
against a host of adverse elements in the parochial politics of the colonies and in the 
international cl imate as wdl. 

Donald Creighton is an historian who obser\'es all the canons of scholarly 
orthodoxy. He works irum :m:hi\·al material:;, and his books are liberally be
sprinklt>rl with th i; littlt:> ntimaals that hetoken documentary reference. the sort of 
thing the lay reader a nd reviewer sometimes find mildly terrifying. F or authen
ticity is the first test ot the reputable historian. But it is his lite rary quality that 
raises him from the ranks of the merely reputable to that of a popular spokesman 
for Canadian nation:ility . Either from a superior talent or from a capacity for 
working harder than the rest, he strikes sparks from the homeliest and most com
monplace of documentation. A bell-like quality of percussion in his prose brings 
music to his sequence ::i.nd makes easier an understanding of the complicated events 
he describes. Much less than other breeds of men can scholars endure comparison. 
Bur, if English Canada has a national historian, it is the author of T/ie Road to 
Con ft:di:ration. To find a menial but convincing justification for such a g reat claim 
one can turn to the lowest common denominator, the evidence of his box-office 
appeal. He successfully reaches out beyond the universities to what might be called 
the semi-popular market, that oi the intelligent and educated reader. There might 
he enough evidence to suggest that he' ha~ manufactured a marker of this kind for 
Canadian history. 

Certainly Creighton is the historian who has most conspicuously adopted a 
national theme. His Commercial Empire of the St. Lawrence is the tale of an east
wcst mercantile metropolitanism that survived the pressures and pull of south-north 
.:ontincntalism, giving to Canada the material wherewithal on which a nationality 
might flower. His biography of Sir John A. :\facdonald, the first volume of which 
was published in 1952, is the: more humane side of the same thesis, thi.: successful 
struggle of a man of genius against the: Fates, the implanting of the seed of nation
ality on sterile soil and its spread to the for Pacific. In the beginning there was 

~ T he Road to Coniederativn. By Donald Creighton. Toronto: The Macmillan 
\.ompanv of Canada. 1964. Pp. 489. $7.50. 
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unbelievably good luck, and success seemed assured. The end was punctuated by 
adversities, but the old man held on to most of what had been won, triumphant 

in pr inciple but somewhat a loser in detail. There is little doubt that Creighton is 

a talented and articulate devotee of the Great Man theory of history. To him 

Canada was Macdonald and Macdonald was Canada. 

The Road to Confederation is no better a book than the .Macdonald biography, 

but this is still a very great compliment. Having achie\·ed so much in what surel y 

will be the great work of his lifetime, Creighton hazarded his reputation on what 

might have turned out to be a mere postscript to it. It would be preposterous to 
suppose that a totally new book should emerge. The great man thesis remains 

largely unchanged, but it is enriched and perhaps slightly moderated by additional 
knowledge that he gleaned over the thirteen-ye:ir span. By far the most important 
of the newly-found oases has been the papers of George Brown, Macdonald's great 
adversary and partner in the \vork of Confe<lerarion. Their Jiscovc::ry in Scutla11J 

was the work of J.M. S. Careless of the University of T oronto, a classic combination 
of historical science and plain detective work, and Brown's side of the story has 

been told in Brown of the Globe. Others, as well as Creighton, have benefited 

from this luxu riant addition to Canada's stock of historical source material. The 
industry and thoroughness of the historian are given ample testimony by the stray 

wisps of evidence he has gathered from other collections, principally in the British 
Isles. T hese highly illuminate the confiJemial negotiations, informal discussions 
on English weekends and strong persuasions to action adroitly brought about. that 

make up the story of the union of the provinces. There must be little, if any, secret 
history of Confederation remaining . What Creighton learned from the papers of 

Gladstone, Cardwell, and other leading English Whigs substantiates the pretty wdl 
established conviction that to them British l\"orth America was a liability somehow 

or other to be disposed of. From the perspective of the i\faritime Provinces, cajoled 
or coerced into Confederation, this must appear as the principal factor that made 

union possible. 

Great historians become prominent targets for lesser and ambi•ious people. 
As Creighton is the man who has drawn most appl:iuse, it follows that he should 

be favoured by the most criticism. Younger men who are new to the:: glory of th<.: 

successful presentation of doctoral theses prefer to believe that his history has b<.:c.:n 
too simply and too elegantly told to bear witness to the complete truth. Amon.:; 
them are some of his own students from the university of Toronto. As many ha'< 
laboured for years on massi\·e volumes of nineteenth-century minutiae, it is rcasou 

able to suppose that each of them might persuade him to alter a sentence or halt

sentence in one of his books. It is a truism among historians that all history mu5t 

be corrected by more history 
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Broadly, the criticism has been that Creighton is too much the humanist and 
not enough the social scientist. There is a general suspicion that literary stimuli 
overpower the historicity of Confederation, that literary tricks lighten up too brightly 
the sombre in tricacies of the story. The diary of Mercy Coles of Charlottetown, the 
product of a very Victorian young lady, brings warmth and sunlight to the October 

rains and constitutional doldrums of Quebec. Can it truly be believed, the niggling 
plain man might ask, that the marriage of the mean-spirited and bigoted leader of 

the ciear Grits, George Brown, dfrcted such a wondrous change in his character 
lhat he was willing to enter a political marriage with Macdonald, the great contin
gency that brought union on its way ~ The brief extracts from George Brown's 
letters to his wife, judiciousiy employed by the historian. will probably persuade all 
good humanist~ that this was so. that the con jug:il adventure of the ferocious editor 
of the C!ohc was one of the imponderable factors in the making of Canada. Who 
can d.:ny that the nimble C<Jmprornise of 186-t w:is favou rably influenced by the 
happy circu1mta11ccs of Brown's domesticity.' 

The humdrum critic will prefer to make allegations of extravagance rather 
than weakness ag:iinst the author of The Road to Confederation. In this context 
chcr<: is a complaint illustrative of the kind of criticism to which the more literary 
historian exposes himself. . \rthur Ham ilton Gordon was :i lieutenant-governor of 
Ne\v Brunswick who, though strongly in favour of the union of British °!'<orth 
.\merica . opposed the federal scheme unravel led at Quebec because it wo11lcl per
petuate the corrupt and inefficient provincial establishment he found so d istasteful 
at Fredericton . \Vhen the British Government discovered his unhelpful and rather 
rctu lant object ions, he was prompcly disciplined and conscripted as a member of 
the Confedera tion team. In consequence he twice interjected the royal p rerogative 
into the confused pattern of >:ew Brunswick polit ics, each time with spectacular 
results. 

In the iibrarv o( the University of New Brunswick the Stanmore Papers reveal 
I ' 

the aspirations of a young man of thirty-fi,·c who was eager to give the right kind 
of advice to a backward people but who found himself in trouble with his employers 
for fa iling to approve the blue-print for Confederation from the very outset. 
Gordon was the son of Lord Aberdeen, a typical product of the whiggish society 
that believed in spreading its own wisdom, that of the latter-day Greeks, throughout 
the world. H e was hypersensitive and rdigious. In the cathedral at Fredericton 
on Sunday mornings prayers were offered for the guidance of "Thy servant, Arthur." 
In any age he would be called a snob. and he was the product of an environment 
where snobbery was not merely tolerated but applauded. 

The private letters of such an individual who became a principal in a com
plicated and fast-moving series of events offer superb opportunity for literary license. 
Every great drama requ ires at !east a mcdicum of comic rel ief, and Creighton found 
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his clown in the Lieutenant-Governor of New Brunswick. Gordon serves for The 
Road to Confederation the role of Macbeth's porter who makes the audience laugh 
in the midst of murder most foul. He is the snivelling and contemptible go-between, 
recklessly inserting opinionated views at inappropriate times yet always desperately, 
pathetically, eager ro keep on good terms with the Colonial Office which some day 
might reward him with a lush berth in the tropics. As Gordon murmurs upon the 
severities of the New Brunswick winter, Creighron perceives a whiner and com
plainer. H is photograph shows a man with •'Jong, narrow, melancholy counten
ance" and "a pair of watchful brooding eyes·•. But this is a good description of a 
great many phorographs of mid-Victorian males. He is not a villain and is there
fore not to be taken seriously-merely a nuisance or a well-intentioned fool. 

From such an emphatic presentation of eccentricities satire comes easily. 
Bur something more than satire is wonhy of the man who unhinged the deadlock 
of 1866 and made "the last chance" by which Confederation was consummated. 
Gordon was a careerist, but he took his career in his han<ls by torcing the n:sigua
tion of the Smith government in April of that year. While the Colonial Office 
and Canada and the Confederates of 1'ova Scotia waited for a break in the dead
lock, while the New Brunswick politicians continued to play politics and let Con
federation wait, Go\'ernment House at Fredericton produced the 1'ew Brunswick 
initiative that brought Confederation in sight. In the words of the Duke of New
castle, there is only one justification for strong measures-success. This Gordon 
abundantly achieved. The noose was around the necks of the • \mi-Confederates 
of New Brunswick, and Gordon sprang the trap. If union was a good thing, he 
deserves the applause denied him in The Road 10 Confederation. Creighton's des
cription of a man who later served the British Go\'ernment with distinction in half 
a dozen colonies is reminiscent of the way in which envious Grits have obscured 
the achie\'ements of his own hero, Sir John A. :\facdonald, burying the significance 
of a man in a recitation of his minor follies and occasional errors. 

Another book for 1967 is W. L. Morton's The Critical Years: The Cnron of 
British North America, 1857-1813.• Morton is easily the leading historian of the 
Canadian vVest, and his title will remind Easterners that Confederation was not 
confined to the four founding provinces. Always there were those alien poc!~cts of 
British subjects, scattered over the limitless plains and in the shadow of the forbid
ding mountains, fiercely tenacious of local amour propre. That they were uitimatdy 
incorporateJ imo Canada savours much JllUll: uf the miraculous than does the rrn~:aic 
business of 186-+-67. For Morton the politics of the prairies are just as urgent as 
the perambulations to CharlottetO\Yn and Quebec. Perhaps the best point l>J. 

• T.lie Critical Years: Tiu Ur.ion of British .VortA A~urica, 1857-1873. By \ V. L. 
\forton. Toronto: McCldland and Stewart . 1964. Pp. 322. 58.50. 
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vantage for the entire performance is Winnipeg. Novel and stimulating is his 
insistence on the importance of the Treaty of Washington. The Yankees gave us 
a bad bargain, but the conclusion of any kind of bargain at all was recognition of a 
new continental state. To a generation well schooled in the notion that the Yankees 
are slow to recognize this status it will probably appear more: important than it did 
in 1871. 

The two books complement one another magnificently. :\bruptly and im
petuously Creighton begins his account as late as 1863, dashing in headlong 
pursuit of his next episode in a chronicle of crises. .\forton is far more deliberate 
in crossing the starting-line, taking careful stock of the fidd before he enters full 
chase. Creighton's people appear as prime movers, Morton's as instruments of 
ideas and movements to which people arc subordinate. If Creighton is the humanist, 
Morton is the social scic.:ncisc. Some may say that Creighton is idolatrous and 
whimsical about people, others that ~!'orton is factual and too determined to leave 
nothing our. Both historians arc nationalists, and a high sense of mission can be 
perceived in the approach they have taken. Careful and critical historians are often 
too iconoclastic. Amid the archival debris of debate and cross-purposes, of diplo
matic subterfuge and constitutional fog, it is often easy to see the feet of clay, to 
forget that the Fathers of Confederation were idealists. But a mari usque ad mare 
was always a little over the horizon, and our historians, like the men they write 
about, always toil upward with their faces toward the light. 

"Nationalism" and "nationalist" are words that require elaboration-at least 
10 Canada. A homogeneous nationalism implies the suffocation of one smaller 
national group by the larger, and the emergence of another, late-model, North 
American melting-pot. In his excellent little book on the French-Canadian ques
tion, published this year, Ramsay Cook draws a careful d istinction between national
ism and the nation-state. There is no sophistry here. For nation-state is a piece 
of terminolugy that can be used precisely to describe what the Fathers of Confrdera
tion were trying to do. 

Can Canadians agree upon a meaning for the nation-state? Can they settle 
upon the exact dimensions and more subtle ramifications of the great experiment 
of 1867? Creighton and Morton have g iven us a meaning. But its basic premises 
face a fearsome challenge that for fifty years has been welling up from an increas
ing volume of French-Canadian historiography. Condemning what he considered 
to be the ruinous compromise of Cartier, Canon Groulx taught that the French 
race in North America has a destiny apart. Fortifed by the great tradition of 
Charlemagne, St. Louis, and Joan of Arc, its historic duty is the continuation of 

the work of Fathers Brebeuf and Lalemant. The policies of Cartier were a slavish 
surrender of Anglo-Saxon design, a conspiracy ·that would deny any fulfilment of 
this great aspiration. Confederation was simply a continuation of the conquest. 
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Today, in the Institute of History at the C niH:rsity of :".fontreal, founded by Groulx, 

the idols of modern industrial society are rnbstituted for the saints and martyrs of 
yore. Michel Brunet teaches that the calamity of French Canada was the loss of 
its progressive middle class following the conquest, that the progressive middle class 

must be regained and made supreme. French Ca nadians can win justice and 
quality only within the folds of contemporary commercialism-but no minority any
where has ever been able to win justice and equality. 

All of this reminds us of Danton's classic statement that the revolution was 
in men 's minds twenty years before it was born. Among Canadian historians it is 
now commonplace to overhear the remark that the Institute of History at the Uni
versity of Montreal is responsible for dualism, separatism. terrorism, and the whole 
spirit of high ad,·enture that makes life in Quebc::c so exciting in our time. Behind 
Groulx"s other-worldly approach to historical problems are contempt and distrust 
for Anglo-Saxondom. Brunet's prejudices are the same. but he clothes his history 
in more material and contemporary accoutrements. Probably both are image-makers. 
It is doubtful whether Dollard des O rmeaux, adopted by Groulx as a patron saint 
for French Canada, ever really existed. There are French-Canadian historians who 
deny that l\"ew France e\·er had a prosperous middle class. But the raffish students 
of yesteryear, today the intellectual lea<lers of Quebec. have preferred the literature 
of upli ft and remit. In Yery great contrast to our flaccid and relaxed English
Canadians, many Quebecois believe that H istory can be put to work. History can 
be employed to amend the injustices, or alleged injustices. of the past. 

If the polity of the nat ion-state is to be preserved a:-id if the history of 
Creighton or of Morton or of anybody else is to become nationally acceptable, his
torians of all prejudices must work m on: closely together. No serious historian ever 
presumed to believe that he ca:-i solve problems. But. fo r the intelligent and serious 
reading public he can make probkms infini tely more comprehensible by careful 
an<l honest recur<li11g. Though anything but gratitud.:: to the memory of Cartier 
appears to dominate French-Canacian opinion. he can remind French-Canadians 
that as a race: they haYe sun·!.-ed in spite of Cartier·s politics. He can remind all 
the young social scientists of Couchiching and elsewhere who offer prescriptions 
for the dissolution of :he nation-state that Canada has sun·iyed. still towering 
over all their dreamy and ambitious speculations. If fissures have shown in the 
structure of the nation-state, historiogra~hy must bc:ir a great deal of the responsi
bility but historians can still do a great J:.:al t•J repair the damage. 

,.I, good example of the abuse and misuse of history is close to home. The 
exile of the Acadians was a minor episode in a hund rcd-yc::ar rivalry between Eng
lish a nd French. Though the English •von in the c::nd, it could probably be shown 
that, over the: total span of hostilities, they lost mon: lives, suffered greater losses 
of property, endured more misery and privation than did their opponents. Tnc: 
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first expulsion of the Acadians, that from Beaubassin in liSl, was the work of the 
Abbe de la Loutre in the interests of French military requirements. Long after 
the grent expulsion of 1755, hundreds of remaining Acadians voluntarily exiled 
themselves, going off to the West Indies and to St. Pierre and Miquelon to bolster 
the reviving commerce of France. England exiled them in the midst of a bitter 

war. Long after the war was ended the Abbe de la Loutre, safe home in France 
and serving the Due du Choiseul's ambitions for revenge, was endeavouring to 
make them an element in still another war. 

Longfellow lyricized upon the affair of 1755 and emblazoned on the mind 
of the literary world an image of :i. tyrannic:i.l :i.n<l brutal wrong. Unnumbered 
lesser men, both French-speaking and English-speaking, have taken up his refrain. 
The authors of school text-books :i.nd popular histories and m:i.ny casual journalists 
and commentators rejoice in the opportunity tO bring the racial passions of the 
eighteenth century into the twen tieth. Poets. moralists, and propagandists have 
an immense ad\·antage O\·er sober historians who f aint thei r pictures in shades of 
grey. The popular mind prefers black and white. It is not surprising that one 
c:i.n still he:i.r of bitter speeches at local branches of the Assumption Society. Eng
lish-speaking journ:i.lists. finding little else in a harmonious society to make our 
flesh creep, can see la revanche du berceau immediately ahead and strive to revive 
the smouldering Orange conscience. Evangeline was :i. winsome girl, but can we 
remember th:i.t she was not one of Clio's protegees, th:i.t cert:i.in other Muses. per
haps more anracti,·e but less truthful than Clio, have proclaimed her griefs and 
indignations? 

How many more legend:;, h:i.l f-truths. and distortions of the truth foul up 
the historic:i.l seed-bed of our Ca;1adian n:llion-scatc? T;1is is one of the questions 
that will be answered. no doubt in a very official but perhaps uncertain way. by the 
Roy:i.l Commission on Bilingualism :111d Biculturalism. If the m-:-mbers and their 
numerous umlerli11gs du ll:cir j1•b pru1crly. lii~turical \\ i11gs wiil be clipped and 
historical plumage will go fluttering about the country. It will be interesting to 
d iscover whether or not a :\.<-:·a: Ccmmission can perform a more honest and objec
tive task th:m the body oi Can.i<l ian professional historians. This mav be possible 
in a few months-or perhaps years. 

Universit y of 1\"ew Brunswick W. S. MAcNurr 


